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AVERAGE WAITING TIME ASSIGNMENT




We investigate how priority queuing can be used to control the average delay of
the users in a virtual circuit integrated services network. Specifically, quantifying the
end-to-end delay preferences of the users on an individual basis through associated
delay cost functions, we consider the problem of selecting the queuing strategies on
the links of the network so as to minimize the overall delay cost. We give a set
of optimality conditions for this problem, and construct two distributed algorithms
solving it. The first algorithm always converges to an optimal solution while the
second algorithm is approximate. However it requires less coordination than the first,
and by appropriately selecting the parameters the solution produced can be brought
as close to optimality as desired. With simple modifications the algorithms also solve
the problem of selecting the queuing stategies on the links so as to minimize the
lexicographic ordering of the cost vector.
1. Introduction
The recent breakthrough in VLSI technology has resulted in a substantial de-
crease in the cost per unit computation, especially in small to medium-size computers.
This has led to the gradual replacement of the traditional mainframe by less powerful
but more numerous and versatile machines. Also, the reduction in data processing
costs has led to the introduction of a wide variety of communication services. Typ-
ical examples are video, electronic mail, and packetized voice. These factors have
increased the need for communication services and, as a consequence, communication
networks have undergone a rapid expansion in recent years. In particular integrated
services networks (ISNs);. i.e., networks in which the communication resources are
shared by several kinds of users,. have become increasingly popular.
The quality of the service given to a user in a network depends to a great
extent on two parameters: rate and delay. The rate is a measure of the quantity of
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information the user can input per unit time in the network while the delay is a mea-
sure of the time taken by the network to deliver this information to its destination.
Obviously users prefer high rates and low delays but, equally obviously, these objec-
tives are contradictory. The achievable rates and delays are tightly coupled through
a set of feasibility constraints which limits considerably the possible choices.
In most networks the scheduling of the transmissions on each link is indepen-
dent of the nature of the users using the link. Indeed the FIFO strategy is almost
universaly used. In this situation, neglecting the discrepancies that may be intro-
duced by the arrival processes, the waiting time on a link must be identical for all the
users of the link since they are all treated equally. This is perfectly acceptable if delay
is of comparable importance to all users, but it is questionable in ISNs where different
kinds of users may have very different delay requirements. This observation has lead
several researchers to investigate more refined scheduling strategies. The basic idea is
to establish preferences in the treatment of different users, thereby obtaining a finer
control over their delays.
The study of transmission scheduling in communication networks has so far
been essentially limited to analyzing specific, ad hoc, scheduling strategies, with when
applicable some centralized optimization of the parameters of the strategies. Our
objective in this paper is to extend this work by fully exploiting the flexibility of
transmission scheduling for steering the delays of the users, and by considering the
distributed aspect of this problem.
2. Summary of Related Work
In the context of integrated voice and data networks, several scheduling mech-
anisms in which voice traffic is always given full priority over data traffic have been
proposed (see for example [1,2,3]). The rationale is to provide low delay to voice traf-
fic while maintaining high throughput for data traffic. A fundamental assumption
behind this approach is that an high delay is much more damaging to the quality of
a voice conversation than to that of a data exchange session. This assumption is in
practice widely accepted. It is motivated by the fact that once a threshold is attained,
speech intelligibility degrades rapidly as delay increases [4].
Systematically giving priority to voice traffic may sometimes be questionable.
For example if the delay of a voice conversation is well below threshold, it can be
increased without impairing the quality of the voice conversation. This, however,
may improve the situation of the data exchange sessions sharing links with the voice
conversation, thus yielding a better overall performance. A more serious drawback
of this approach is the implicit assumption that priorities can be a priori established
among the different classes of users independently of the network state. With only
two classes of users, namely voice and data, this assumption is not very restrictive
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because voice should be given priority over data in most circumstances. However
establishing priorities among different classes of users becomes increasingly difficult
and restrictive as the number of classes increases, especially if the differences between
the rate and delay requirements of most classes are not as pronounced as between
voice and data.
In [5] Thabit proposes a scheme circumventing the above difficulties. A convex
non-decreasing cost function is associated to each user. It quantifies, on a message ba-
sis, the dissatisfaction corresponding to a given delay. In the proposed algorithm each
link, knowing the delays of the messages currently using it on their upstream links and
estimating the delays to be experienced by these messages on their downstream links,
schedules for transmission the message most likely to incur the highest delay cost.
Two important features of this scheme are its ability of accounting without added
complexity for heterogenous user requirements, and of automatically maintaining the
sequencing of the messages generated by a user.
Transmission scheduling requires that each link estimates the delay of each
message on its downstream links. This is the central difficulty of the scheme. It is
extremely difficult to construct reliable estimates, especially in near-real time and in
a distributed environment.
In [61 Wong et Al. compare the performances of two schemes, each being based
on the use of a particular queuing strategy, for establishing a certain fairness among
the average delays of the users. Their formulation has a very appealing feature.
Namely the objective of their scheme is defined in terms of the average delays of the
users. The advantage over Thabit's approach is that the average delays are stable
variables which can be estimated analytically without difficulty.
A question that may be raised concerning Wong's scheme is the extent to
which the choice of queuing strategy limits the performances of the system. Otherwise
stated, are there queuing strategies that can result in a better performance than the
two particular strategies considered? Another question concerns the implementation
of the schemes. In [61 the parameters of the queuing strategies are obtained using
a centralized optimization algorithm. This approach is poorly adapted to a network
environment where the solution must be constantly adapted to an evolving situation,
and must be implemented in a distributed manner.
3. Model Formulation
We model a network as a directed graph on which a collection of paths has
been defined. The nodes of the graph are the switching machines. The links are the
transmission facilities permitting the exchange of information between the switching
machines. The network contains L links and U users. We associate to each user an
oriented acyclic path along which its messages are propagated. Moreover we assume,
for each user, the existence of a return path along which control information can
be propagated back from the destination node to the source node. We denote by
Li the set of links used by user i, and similarly we denote by Ul1 the set of users
sharing link 1*. Our model assumes that the network operation is based on the use of
virtual circuits; i.e., each user communicates through a fixed path established during
the setup of the communication, and subsequently used for the whole duration of the
communication. Networks operating in this manner are common. We refer the reader
to [7] for examples.
Users sequentially generate messages at their source node. The messages are
formatted into packets, and are then forwarded into the network. The packets travel
along the path of the user to which they belong, and must eventually be delivered in
order to the destination node. Concerning the packets, we assume that:
(Al) The length (in bits) of the packets of user i are drawn independently
from an arbitrary distribution whose first and second moments are re-
spectively denoted by li and 1.
We call Ri the rate (in packets/sec) at which, on average, packets of user i
are generated. We call Di the time spent, on average, by a packet of user i on link
1. D1 includes both the time spent waiting in queue and the transmission time. For
simplicity we refer to Di as the delay of user i.on link 1. Similarly we call WI the
average waiting time, excluding transmission, of a packet of user i on link 1, and we
refer to Wi as the waiting time of user i on link 1. We also define:
D i = Z- D (1)
as the average end-to-end delay of user i. Di represents the average delay between
the generation of a packet by user i and its delivery to the destination.
We model a link as a single server queue. Packets arriving at a link are stacked
into an input buffer, which we assume to be of infinite capacity. These packets are
transmitted, as soon as possible, by the link at a rate equal to its capacity. The
capacity (in bits/sec) of link 1 is denoted AlI . We define pl = Rili/pl as the load of
user i on link 1. p1 represents the proportion of time link I is transmitting packets of
user i. We assume that:
^ In general a subscript is used to refer to a user attribute while a superscript is used to refer
to a link attribute. For -example if z is a given variable, xi and zI respectively refer to the
variable in the context of user i or of link 1.
(A2) For all 1: Yieu' Pi < 1
That is, the capacity of each link is sufficient for handling its offered traffic.
Links are in practice used for transmitting user packets and internal supervision
messages. We, however, make no difference between these, and consider all traffic as
user packets. This is because the internal mechanisms generating the supervision
messages can also be modelled as users, so that no loss of generality is incurred.
We do not a priori impose on the links a particular queuing strategy, but we
make the following assumptions on the admissible stategies:
(A3.1) A link cannot be idle if there are packets waiting.
(A3.2) If t falls within busy period B on link 1, then the choice of the packet
being transmitted on link I at time t depends only on those arrival
times, departure times, completed service times, and user identities
which apply to packets waiting, being served or having received service
on link 1 during B up to time t.
(A3.3) Once started a transmission cannot be interrupted.
(A3.4) The scheduling decision at time t on link I may be deterministic or may
be governed by some probability law whose parameters 'are restricted
to those of assumption (A3.2).
Essentially, these assumptions mean that, to be admissible, strategies must
be work-conserving, non-preemptive, and must make scheduling decisions that are
independent of the lengths of the waiting packets. More details on these assumptions
may be found in [8].
To complete our model it remains to describe the arrival processes. For this
purpose we make the following approximation.
(Appl) For all users i, i = 1,..., U, and links I i Li, the arrival process of the
messages of user i on link I is a Poisson process of rate Ri independent
of the lengths of the messages, and independent of the other arrival
processes on the link.
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This approximation is seldom made in the literature. The celebrated Klein-
rock's independence approximation ([9], p. 322) is by far more popular. This is
justified by the fact that, together with the modest additional requirement of Pois-
son arrivals at the input nodes, Kleinrock's approximation is in general sufficient
to obtain a network of quasi-reversible queues [10], at which point some extremely
powerful results can be invoked. We have departed from the tradition and not used
Kleinrock's approximation because it is not sufficient in our context to guarantee
quasi-reversibility. Indeed quasi-reversibility may exist only when the scheduling
strategies used by the nodes belong to a specific set. This set is much more restrictive
than the set corresponding to (A3), and by restricting to it the admissible stategies
we would lose all flexibility for selectively controlling the delays of the users. (Appl)
was also made by Wong et Al [6]. Comparing analytical results to simulations, they
showed that, at least in the case of two very dissimilar scheduling strategies, the
impact of the approximation is minor.
Let W1 denote the vector containing all the Wf, i E U 1l. We say that W1 l is
feasible if there exists a scheduling strategy satisfying (A3) which, if used to schedule
the transmissions on link 1, results in user i experiencing the average waiting time
Wl, for all i E U1. Because (A1)-(A3) and (Appl) are equivalent, on a link basis, to
(A1)-(A3) of [8], all the results of [8] concerning feasibility can be transposed here
on a link basis. For completeness, we summarize below the results of [8] that will be
used in the sequel. Let:
B4p(p) = P 0 ' (2)l-p
where
1 Ri- (3)IC =2(1z1) i2trl
We have:
Lemma 1: The following results are presented in [8]:
a) (Corollary 1) The set of feasible waiting times is convex and compact.
b) (Proposition c of theorem 1) Let ol, i E U 1, be a non decreasing. ordering of
the users of link I based on W l1 (i.e., ol = 1 for a user i having the smallest
W, o/ = 2 for a user j r i having the next smallest waiting time, ... ). W1 is
feasible if and only if:
Z p'iWfB > kB ( p = 1 U 1 -1
i l o_<k i I ol<k
if~l1 isEo
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c) (Lemma 1) Let W1 l be feasible and assume that the users in a set g C U1 have
full priority on link 1 over the users not in g. Then:
pil/v| = Bnp(E
iEg iEg
Full priority has here its usual meaning in the context of non-preemptive
scheduling. Namely a user i has full priority over a user j if a message of j cannot
enter service whenever a message of i is waiting.
Also, since:
D2 = W[ +lI for alli, I e L (4)
the preceding definitions and results can be straightforwardly rephrased in terms of
the delays. Accordingly, we will hereafter use them interchangeably with waiting
times and delays, assuming implicitely the required modifications in the case of delay.
4. Problem Formulation and Optimality Conditions
We associate a delay cost function Ci(Di) to each user i. Ci(Di) quantifies the
dissatisfaction of user i when its average delay is Di. We assume that:
(A.4) For all i, Ci(-): [0, co) -- R, is convex, non-decreasing and differen-
tiable.
Note that the argument of Ci(') is now the delay, while it was the waiting
time in [8]. We are now using the delay because, in the context of a communication
network, it is a more representative measure of the grade of service than the waiting
time. This distinction, however, does not affect the analysis.
The problem that we seek to solve is that of selecting the scheduling strategies
on the links so as to minimize the total delay cost. As in [8] we will not operate
directly on the scheduling strategies, but we will instead consider the link delays as




s. t. for all links I = 1,..., L: Dl feasible.
Note that an overall solution Dl, I = 1,..., L to (NPs) can be implemented by letting
each link I know its local assignment Dl . This is all what they need to know to be
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in measure of determining their scheduling strategies. To do the mapping, the links
can for example use corollary 2 of [8] and the cascade scheme (or the order preserving
version of the cascade scheme if maintaining the sequencing of the packets of the users
is an issue). Clearly, mapping a solution to (NPs) into the link scheduling strategies
realizing it does not present any problem, and accordingly we hereafter concentrate
on solving (NPs).
Our first result characterizes the optimal solutions of (NPs).
Theorem 1: Under (A1)-(A4) and (Appl), a sufficient condition for a feasible
assignment D1'*, I = 1,..., L, to be an optimal solution to (NPs) is that for all i, j,
if:
1_ 1
C (Dt )> R.- (D.)
then user i has full priority over user j on all the links I E £Ci n rj. Moreover this
condition is necessary if the C~(.), i = 1,... , V, are continuous.
This is proven in Appendix A. This theorem generalizes to the case of a
network theorem 2 of [8].
We can make two observations from this theorem. First the overall optimality
of a delay assignment for (NPs) can be established by having each link establish if its
delay assignment is locally optimal. For this purpose the only non-local information
that the links need are the end-to-end delays of their users. Second if a delay assign-
ment is not optimal, then by increasing the delay of users with low marginal delay
cost per unit load, and by proportionately reducing the delay of users with higher
marginal delay cost per unit load so that feasibility is maintained, an assignment
closer to optimality can be produced. These observations are essentially the basis of
the algorithms presented next.
5. An Exact Synchronous Algorithm
In this section we present a distributed synchronous algorithm which solves
exactly (NPs). At each iteration the algorithm maps the current assignment into
an assignment having a strictly lower objective function value, until optimality is
achieved. It is our belief that the algorithm is representative of a broad class. It
is, however, not difficult to improve the algorithm. One of our main concerns in the
construction of the algorithm was to keep the proof of convergence and the notation
relatively simple. For this reason the algorithm has been built with a minimum
of complexity. We will comment later on the limitations of the algorithm, and on
possibilities for improving it.
We assume that the set of active users evolves slowly as compared to the speed
of convergence of the algorithm. This assumption, called the quasi-static assumption,
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insures that the algorithm tracks well the evolution of the network, which must be
the case if the algorithm is to be of any use. It also allows us to analyze the algorithm
assuming a static environment, which is a major simplification.
Each iteration of the algorithm, called -4e, comports two phases. The first
phase is a communication phase in which each link is informed of the current end-
to-end delays of its users. The second phase is a computation phase in which the
links update in parallel their local delay assignment. We will not insist here on the
mechanism via which the end-to-end delays are communicated to the links during
the communication phase. Such mechanism is not too difficult to construct, and the
precise nature of the one used is not very relevant to the current discussion. For our
intent it is sufficient to say that, via such a mechanism, the links know exactly the
end-to-end delays of their users at the beginning of each computation phase.
Let D) = ( 1,...,DL) be a delay assignment. For any pair of users i, j and
link I define:
A l j 1 Di ) - C ) (5)
P P
Note that although AC&, depends on D the dependency has been dropped in the no-
tation. We will explicitly indicate this dependency only when a confusion is possible.
In general, however, the delay assignment on which ACdj depends should be obvious
from the context.
Let rtj be the maximum value that r can take in the interval [0, T] such that
the assignment on link 1:
D- Dj+
-I , IDi - - 7LCij/,OiD1XD1 + i 1 (6)Dk Dl k#i,j
is feasible. Note that also depends on D but, similarly as for AC{j, we will
in general drop this dependency in the notation. T is a strictly positive parameter
which will be discussed in more detail later. Finding rij can be done without difficulty
by using proposition b of lemma 1. This is illustrated by means of an example in
Appendix B.
We can now present the algorithm:
Ae: Phase 1: For all i, i = 1,...,U, communicate Di to all I E Li.
Phase 2: For all links 1, do (in parallel):
a) Find a pair of users i, j E UL satisfying:
j(Ccij )= max 7 (CI 2
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b) Using r = i-j, update the delay assignment on link I as in (6).
We can first note that for sufficiently small rij, (6) always results in reduc-
ing the delay of the user with the highest marginal delay cost per unit load, and
correspondingly increasing the delay of the other user, so as to maintain feasibility.
Hence by choosing F sufficiently small to insure that this condition holds for all 1
and i, j E U1, we can insure that the assignment produced in an iteration of Ae
never increases the objective function. We can also note that in (6) the magnitude of
the variations is automatically scaled down as the assignment approaches optimality.
Indeed if Ci(Di)/pl Cj(Dj)/pj the delays of users i and j are, as far as i and j
alone are concerned, nearly optimal. Then an update between i and j should not
result in large variations of their delays, which is automatically insured by the fact
that ACij- is then very small.
It may be proven that for sufficiently small T (see Appendix C), an update
between users i and j on link I reduces the objective function by at least rTi5 ( ACj) /2 .
This is why on each link the.pair of users with the largest r.(ACl.j)2 is selected.
Namely this insures a maximum guaranteed decrease of the objective function. This
also insures that all the rlj(ACij)2 converge to 0, and hence that rTj converges to 0
Ad. does not, doeswhenever C ij does not, and conversely that AC-j converges to 0 whenever 7'r does
not. It is these facts which basically guarantee that the assignments generated by Ae
become arbitrarily close to being optimal as the algorithm is repeated. Indeed, in any
optimal solution to (NPs) whenever two users i and j have different marginal delay
cost. per unit load, the user with the highest cost must have full priority over the other
on all their common links. In other words, in an optimal assignment 7rfj = 0 on all
link I E Ci n LC whenever ACij - O. Similarly if rl ~ 0 in an optimal assignment,
it must be that i and j have the same marginal delay cost per unit load, and hence
that AC?1j = 0. Clearly the assignments generated by Ae become arbitrarily close to
satisfying these conditions as the algorithm is repeated.
Let D(p) denote the delay assignment after p iterations of Ae. We can formalize
the preceding discussion as follows:
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Theorem 2: Assume that the cost functions are twice continuously differentiable
and that the initial assignment D(O) is feasible. Then there exists T > 0 depending
only on D(0) such that, for this T, the sequence of assignments {D/(p)}p=o generated
by the repeated application of Ae starting from D(0) satisfies:
a) D(p) is feasible for all p > 0.
b) Ui=l Ci(Di(p)) is monotonically non-decreasing (in p), and:
U
lim E Ci(Di(p)) = C*
p--oo
i=1
where C* is the optimal value of (NPs).
This is proven in Appendix C. Lemma C.2 and C.3 give the conditions on
T under which convergence is guaranteed. The important thing to notice is that T
depends on the initial assignment D(0), which is in fact a subtle difficulty. Indeed,
in a network environment the goal of the algorithm is not to solve one particular
problem starting from a given assignment, but it is rather to constantly adjust the
assignment so as to solve the current problem, which may often change as users join
and leave the network. In this context it may be difficult for the nodes to keep track
of an initial assignment for the current problem, and hence of insuring that F satisfies'
the conditions for convergence.
6. An Approximate Robust Asynchronous Algorithm
In this section we construct an algorithm which, at the price of losing conver-
gence to an exact solution, overcomes the drawbacks of Ae. Moreover, although the
solution produced is in general not optimal, it can be brought as close to optimality
as desired via an appropriate choice of parameter. The algorithm, called A,, deter-
mines like Ae the update direction based on the marginal delay costs per unit load.
However Aa leaves much more freedom to the links for locally, and asynchronously,
adjusting the delays of their users.
In Aa, each link I maintains for each of its users i E Ul an estimate of the
end-to-end delay of the user, denoted d.l]. At all times and for all 1, i E Ul , the
estimate satisfies:
Di - dl] I < A/pli (7)
where A > 0 is a parameter of the algorithm.
The rationale behind this is to insure that the links always know, with a known
precision, the end-to-end delays of their users. The d 1] are the only estimates of
the end-to-end delays the links have. This is why the algorithm is approximate: the
precision of the estimates basically limits the quality of the links' decisions. Enforcing
condition (7) presupposes the existence of a mechanism via which the d can be
updated as the D! are. We will describe such a mechanism later.
Each link is responsible for its Df, which it updates occasionaly. As before an
update on a link involves two users, and consists of reducing the delay of the user
with the highest marginal delay cost per unit load, while proportionately increasing
the delay of the other user. An update between two users is only authorized when an
update condition holds. Specifically, an update involving users i and j on link 1, and
which would result in reducing Dl, is only authorized when:
(01 c' 1 (d+'] ± >o (8)I]- )d+ ) > (8)
Pi P' P P
When (8) holds, the delays of users i and j are updated as follows:
D - - A/p
D~~~~~-~~~~~ I D(9)
where A is the largest variation in the interval [0, 0.5A/ max(#C£i, #,j)] such that
the assignment resulting from (9) is feasible, and where #S denotes the cardinality
of S.
We may first note that the update condition (8) can be locally asserted by the
links, and similarly that the links need only local information to perform the update
(9). We may also note using (7) that for all z E [0, A]:
Di - > D i - > (D i - d l]) + i > d (10)
pi Pi P ip
and similarly that:
Dj + p _ d] + l (11)
Since the marginal delay cost functions are non-decreasing, it follows that when (8)
holds, we have, for all E [0, A]:
1 t ( Di
.c (Dir) C > 4 (Dj + ) (12)
pi p i pP p-
This is the main idea behind (8): even if the links do not know exactly the end-to-end
delays of their users, it ensures that when an update is autorized the true marginal
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where D i can lie
3A
Pi




Aa is defined as follows:
the linkjasin(9). can lieFigure 1
rule regarding the choice of the link and pair of users.
We now turn to describing the convergence properties of Aa. We first establish
that Aa converges in a finite number of steps to a near optimal assignment.
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Theorem 3: Assume that the initial assignment D(O) is feasible. Assume also that
there exists a mechanism insuring that (7) is always maintained. Then there exists a
finite step pf, depending only on A, such that:
a) D(p) is feasible for all p, 0 < p < pf.
b) - L Ci(Di(p)) is decreasing in p, for all p, 0 < p < pf.
c) The algorithm stops at step pf. At this point, the assignment is such that for
any link 1 and users i and j E U1 if:
1 C 3A) 1Pj
then user i has full priority over user j.
This is proven in Appendix D. Intuitively is it not difficult to see that the
assignment at time pf is close to optimality. Indeed, suppose that the assignment is
such that for some users i, j and link 1, user i does not have full priority over user j.
Then proposition (c) insures that:
1.~ (? 1A3A 1 ] 3A(d )< (d] + -) (13)
Pi Pi Pi pi
In view of the compactness of the set of feasible delays (c.f. proposition a of
lemma 1, and in view of the form of the cost functions, there exists K1 > 0 such that
for any feasible delay Di, link 1, and A E [-4E,4]J/pi;
I C(Di) - Ci(D i + A)| < Kit1i PiA (14)
Pi
using (14), we obtain from (13):
R C'(D - I 82iK 1 (15)R-4 RjRjC(D)
Suppose also that on some link I E £i n £j (I is not necessarily equal to 1), j does
not have full priority over i. Then similarly as above, we get:
(DJR - -l C i(D i ) < 8AK1 (16
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Thus whenever two users i and j are such that neither user has full priority over the
other on all their common links we have:
i1 Ct1 -| ,n(o ,)-R I (Dj)l < 8sK1 (17)
This equation indicates that by chosing 2A appropriately we can insure that the
marginal delay costs per unit load of users with comparable priority are as close
as desired. This is very reminiscent of the fundamental property of the optimal so-
lutions to (NPs); namely that the marginal delay cost per unit load of users with
comparable priority should be equal. Thus the solution generated by Aa is in some
sense close to an optimal solution. The purpose of the next theorem is to quantify
more precisely what this "close" means.
Theorem 4: Let D be a feasible assignment and assume that for all pairs of users
i, j, whenever:
--=C(Dj)- C )> -Rili Rjl j
holds, user i has full priority over user j on all their common links, and where y > 0
is a given number. Then D also satisfies:
UZC-(Di) - C* K 2 Y
i=l
where C* is the optimal value of the problem, and where K 2 > 0 is a constant
independent of D.
This is proven in Appendix E. Let D be a delay assignment produced by Aa
at step pf. Then it follows from (17) and theorem 4 that:
U
Ci(Di) - C* < 8KlK.2 LA (18)
i=l
Hence by chosing It small enough assignments as close to optimality as desired can
be generated.
Sometimes the term K 1 K2 may be very large. In these cases it may be unre-
alistic to control the quality of the solution via (18) as it could force an unacceptably
small value for A. In a practical situation some experimentation should be carried
out to determine the appropriate value of a. Also, it is not difficult to reduce the
magnitude of the term K 1 K 2 by using a more refined argument in the derivation of
(17) and in the proof of theorem 4.
So far we have assumed the existence of a mechanism for insuring that (7)
is always maintained. We now describe such a mechanism. Let done' be a binary
variable indicating whether or not user i may be involved in an update on link 1.
Done/ is kept at link 1 and, by convention, D! may be updated only when done/ = 0.
To control the updating of the d01], a message is associated with each user.
The message associated with user i, called updatei, cycles on i's path, going from
the origin to the destination and then back to the origin. As it visits the links it
sums the link delays so that, upon arrival at the destination, it then has an estimate
of the end-to-end delay of user i. Also, as it passes at each link I £ Li, updatei
communicates the last estimate of i's end-to-end delay that it has constructed, which
becomes the new dl, and cause donel to be reset to 0. Upon arrival at i's destination,
updatei returns back to i's origin, at which point a new cycle starts.
To insure that Di does not drift too far away from the d' ], only one update
involving user i is authorized on each link 1 between successive passages of the updatei
message at the link. This is enforced by setting done/ = 1 as soon as one update of
Df is performed.
Using this mechanism we can formulate a version of Aa that can be readily
implemented. Define respectively di and di(last) as the estimate of i's end-to-end
delay being constructed and having been constructed during the last cycle of update-i.
Aa: (Implementable version)
Update of estimates: Upon reception of updatei from its predecessor link I
does:
1) d <- di + Df.
2) dlI ] - di(last).
3) done/ E 0.
4) If I is the last link on i's path, then di(last) - , di -- 0, and send
updatei to the first link on i's path.
Delay update:
1) As in the initial version of A,, except that i and j must also satisfy
done/ = 0, donel = 0.
Z J7
2) Set done 1, done done 1.
It is not difficult to see that (7) holds for user i on link I as soon as the updatei
message has visited at least twice the link. Accordingly, assuming that the cycle times
of the messages are finite, it follows that the implementable version of Aa produces
in finite time a delay assignment satisfying the conditions of theorem 3. Note also
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that it is because of this version of Aa that the maximum variation A in an update
is not limited to A but rather to 0.5A/ max(#Li, #Lj).
7. Conclusion
This paper demonstrates that in a communication network the link queuing
strategies can be adjusted in a distributed manner so as to track the needs of the
users, and proposes two algorithms for doing so: Ae and Aa. Essentially the differ-
ence between Ae and Aa is a matter of philosophy. Aa is approximate in the sense
that it cannot in general produce an optimal assignment. However, the quality of
the assignment is fully controllable and the algorithm is designed for working in a
completely uncoordinated manner. On the other hand, provided that iterations are
synchronized and that the initial assignment is known, Ae is guaranteed to produce an
optimal solution. In practice, however, synchronizing the updates and keeping track
of an initial assignment is in general too costly to be justified. Instead it is preferable
to run Ae in an uncoordinated manner, and using a fixed T, in which context Ae
also becomes approximate. In fact controlling the accuracy in an uncoordinated and
evolving environment is the major reason that has lead us to Aa.
Consider the problem of treating the users as equitably as possible. This can be
done by first minimizing the delay cost of the users getting the worst service, then by
minimizing the delay cost of the users getting the next to worst service, and so on until
all delays are determined. This is basically a min-max problem, or more precisely
a lexicographic ordering problem. Although it will not be done here, this problem
can be handled using similar arguments as in [7] and, with a trivial modification to
their respective update condition, Ae and Aa have the same properties concerning
this problem as they have concerning (NPs).
Of course many questions remain to be answered. Simulations should be con-
ducted to gain more confidence in the algorithms in a realistic setting. Also, since
the algorithms and the characterization of the feasible delays depend critically on the
rates, the impact of the flow control and of errors in estimating the rates should be
studied. This leaves many possibilities for further research.
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Appendix A: Proof of Theorem 1
We first introduce a simple technical lemma, and then use it to prove the
theorem.
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Lemma A.1: Let Xi, i = 1,...,71, be convex sets, and let f('l ,... ,n) SX1 x
. x ... x Xn , R be a convex differentiable function. Then (Zi,... :n) is an
optimal solution of the problem:
min f(zl, .- , zn )
Zi E Xi i = 1,...,n
if and only if for each i, i = 1,...,n, -i is an optimal solution of the restricted
problem:
min f(z ,...,ili, zi+l, .* n)
Zi E Xi
Proof: The proof is a direct application of the first order optimality conditions for
non-linear programming, which are here necessary and sufficient because the problem
is convex (see for example theorem 2 in section 6.5 of [10)). It is left to the reader.
Now, identifying the Xi's with the sets of feasible delays on the links, and
identifying f(;c) with trl Ci(Di), it follows from proposition a of lemma 1, (A4)
and lemma A.1 that a feasible D* is an optimal solution to (NPs) if and only if for
I = 1,..., L, D)'* is an optimal solution to the problem:
min Ci[ Z D''* + Df]
iEU IPEC,, I'•l (A. 1)
D' feasible
Reformulating this problem in terms of the waiting times, we obtain a (Ps) problem,
as defined in [7]. Accordingly it follows from theorem 2 of [7] that Dl' * is optimal if




then user i has full priority over user j on link 1.
Since D* is optimal for (NPs) if and only if these conditions hold for all links,
this proves the theorem.
Appendix B: Finding rfj - an Example
Let I be a link of unit capacity supporting three users, characterized as follows:
R 1 = 0.1 R 2 = 0.1 R 3 = 0.2 (B.1)l? - O rO = 2 1, 2, 3
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Let T = 0.01, and let the initial assignment be:
-D 1.5, Do = 1.7, D = 1.73 (B.2)
We wish to determine 1T2. First suppose that ACi 2 = -1. Trying r 1 2 = T, we get:
D = 1.6, D = 1.6, D= 1.73 (B.3)
The corresponding waiting time assignment is W! = D- 1, i = 1, 2, 3. Using
proposition b of lemma 1 it is easily checked that this assignment is feasible. Hence
r2 = is the correct solution.
Now assume that ACI2 = 1. Trying rl9 = T, we get:
Di = 1.4, D = 1.8, D i = 1.73 (B.4)
The corresponding ordering is WI < W <_ W.1. Accordingly it follows from proposi-
tion b of lemma 1 that for establishing the feasibility of (B.4), it is sufficient to verify
the following constraints:
pI Wl > 1 /(1 1- p) (B.S)
p1Wl + plW + pl WL = plz/il (- p1 ) (B.7)
I--I I I3 I I - -
where pi = 3=C 0.4 aand x = (1/2g)Z 3 RJ,2 = 0.4.
It is readily checked that the assignment (B.4) does not satisfy (B.5), and is
thus unfeasible. In this case we can, however, use the assignment to generate another
assignment closer to feasibility. Namely we can interpolate between assignments (B.2)
and (B.4) to find the largest r12 for which (B.5) is satisfied (see Figure 2). This gives
=12 57/9, and accordingly:
Di = 1.44, D = 1.76, D3 = 1.73 (B.8)
which is feasible. Hence -r' = 5T/9 is now the correct solution. This procedure can
be straitghtforwardly extended to handle a general case.
Appendix C: Proof of Theorem 2
Our proof is inspired from [12]. By upper bounding the magnitude of the first
and second derivatives of the objective function along the direction in which updates
are made, we first show that each iteration of Ae can only reduce the objective function
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maximum -'2 for which
P1W 1 in assignmnent (B.2) (B.5) is feasible
1- 1
p1
1 1P 1W in assignmnent (B.4)---------------
, '
12
(B.5) feasible (B.5) unfeasible
Figure 2
value. Following this we show that whenever an assignment, say D, is sufficiently close
to a given non-optimal assignment, the assignment produced by Ae from D is strictly
better than the given non-optimal assignment. This result is essentially a continuity
condition guaranteeing that any converging sequence of assignments converges toward
an optimal solution. Finally, combining these results, we prove theorem 2.
Before establishing the results mentioned above, we introduce some notation
and state some simple facts. Let U1 la= = maxI tLl. Let also K 1 > 0 and K 2 > 0 be
such that:
Rili > K1 for all i = 1,...,U (C.1)
L' - E Rii !> K 2 for all I = l,...,L (C.2)
ilE
Note that (A2) guarantees that K 2 exists.
Let H* be the set of optimal assignments for (NP,), and let H be the set of
feasible assignments whose objective function value is not greater than that of D(O).
Define also:
H = {D such that for some D E H, IID - Dil < K 3 } (C.3)
where K 3 > 0 is some constant.
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Because H contains only feasible delay assignments, proposition a of lemma
1 insures that this set is compact. Accordingly, there must exist strictly positive
constants K 4 , K 5 , K 6 such that for all D E H, and i = 1...., U:
Di _< K4 (C.4)
C(Di) < hK5 (C.5)
C'(Di) < AK6 (C.6)
Similarly if H is compact so must be H. Hence, there must exist a strictly positive
constant K 7 such that for all D E H, and i = 1,..., U:
C"'(Di) < K 7 (C.7)
Let D be a given assignment in H. We denote by D the assignment resulting from
one iteration of Ae starting with D. We also associate a 5-tuple (u, lu, ujiu, Tru)
with each link update that occured during the iteration. u is a label identifying a
particular link update. lu is the link on which the update occurs. ru, iu, and ju are
respectively the "rij", "i" and "j" of phase (2b) of Ae for the update.
Let:
U
s(A) = C((1 - A)Di + ADi) (C.8)
i=l
Using a Taylor series expansion, we can write:
U U ds(A) 1 d2 s(A)
, Ci(f1i)- a C i(Di)= dA A=O 2 dA2 A=A' (C.9)
where A' E [0, 1].
We use equation (C.9) to show that Ae cannot increase the objective function
value. The idea is to show that by chosing T > 0 small enough we can insure that
the first term in the right hand side dominates completely the second term. The next
two lemmas provide suitable bounds on each of these terms. In the third lemma we
combine these results, and show that Ae is non-increasing.
Lemma C.1:
dA A=0 u iuju
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Proof: Differentiating s(A) gives:
ds(A) = E C(Di)(Di - Di)
A=O i=1
C(DOi) [-C + zC (C.10)zC( )[ J lu z3J
i=l uli=iU Pi u1i=ju Pi
Collecting for each link the two terms common to its update, we get:
ds(A) iD.TL+ 7L
= [-CU (Diu ) I, -z, + C u (Dju ) u Cu
pi) ^CPj
= -E u(C j ) (C.11)
U
Lemma C.2: Assume that:
K2K 3
- rLKs(!maz" )2
Then, for all A E [0, 1]:
{d2s(A) < ULK7(t1maz) 2 AClu 2
< K1 
Proof: Differentiating twice s(A) gives:
d2s(X) cdX2A) = Z C i'((1 - A)Di + ADi))(Di - D (C.12)
i=1
It follows from the construction of H and from the condition imposed on T in the
lemma that for all X E [0, 1], the assignment (1 - A)D + AD is in H. Hence using
(C.7):
d2 s(X) K
dA2K 7 ( - D) 2 (C.13)
Now for all i we have:
Dii- Dil = E u A Z1- + 1 AC+ I' ijU I ( C,.1




Since there is at most one update per link, the sum in the last equation contains at
most L terms. Using this fact and Cauchy's inequality, we get:
2 L(,, ma )2(Di -Di) < -8 ) )2 (C.15)
from which, replacing in (C.13), the result follows.
Lemma C.3: Assume that T satisfies the condition of lemma C.2 and that in addi-
tion:
< (K )2
ULK7 ( Lmax) 2
Then:
E Ci (i) - Ci(Di) < -- 2E ru( C'I" J)22 U3i= l i=l l
Proof: From (C.9) and lemmas C.1 and C.2, we get:
_ U =- 2 ULK7(,nA)+ m Zx(ruACu .)2 (C.16)iCi(Di)-Cci(Di) Eru(Acu, )2 +UL7( ) )2U zu + 2K2ui=l i=l u u
Using the fact that rt < 7 for all u and the condition imposed on T in the lemma to
upper bound the left-hand side of the equation, the result follows.
The last result shows that Ae is non-increasing. Since Ae maps feasible assign-
ments into feasible assignments, this shows that the whole sequence of assignments
generated by the repeated application of Ae is contained in H. To complete the proof
it remains to show that the sequence converges to H*, which is what we do now.
We first state a simple technical result. Following this we establish a sort of
continuity condition, which we then use to finally prove convergence.
Lemma C.4: Let AX be compact and convex. Let i E X, i + p E X, p O. Then
there exists e > 0 such that y + p/2 E X for all g satisfying y E X and Ily- - l < E.
Proof: Let S = {y such that y+ p/2 4 X, y E X}, and let Cl(S) be the closure of S
(see Figure 3). Clearly CI(S) is a compact. non-empty subset of AX. and i X Cl(S).
Consider the problem:
min Ig - 1 'i
s. t. so e cis(S)
The minimum must be achieved at some point, say Ym, because CI(S) is non-empty
and compact.
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Now let e = I Yim- I1I/2. e > 0 since y,, E CI(S) and Z ¢ CI(S). Also, for
any y E X such that IIy- < E we must have y 4 p/2 E X, for otherwise y E C'I(S),




Lemma C.5 Let D E H - H*. Then there exists e > 0 such that for all D E H
satisfying:
1lD - Dol < e
we have:
u u
Ci(Di) < E ci(Di)
i= 1 i=l
(where, as before, D is the assignment resulting from one iteration of Ae starting
with D).
Proof: Using the condition imposed on D and D in the lemma, it follows that for all
users i, j and link 1:
j(i D)-(in  - AC ( <n) K e (C.18)
where K 8 > 0 depends only on K 1, K 6 and /mumaz. (Note that we explicitly indicate
here the dependency of AC?'j on D because our shorthand notation would otherwise
be confusing.)
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Since D is not optimal there must exist a link I and a pair of users i, j E Ul
such that i does not have full priority over j on link 1, and such that C'(Di)/pt >
C(bj)l/p . Hence for this link and pair of users T i(in D) > 0 and ACij(in D) > 0,
which guarantees that executing A, starting from D results in at least one link update.
Accordingly assume without loss of generality that such an update occurs on link l,
involves users i and j, and that AC 3j(in D) > 0.
Now consider a similar update, but with the assignment D. Namely, consider
the update:
Dt Dt- rljf(in D)AdCj(in D)/2pl
(C. 19)
D + - (in D+)ACj(in +/2ppJ
Note that lemma C.4 guarantees that this update is feasible for e > 0 sufficiently
small.
Let e > 0 be also sufficiently small so that:
JACfj(in D) - ACfj(in D)l <- ACfj(in D)/2 (C.20)
which is possible in view of (C.18). It follows from the feasibility of (C.19) and of
(C.20) that the assignment:
D? .-- -ri(in )ACIj(in D)/3pl i
-~ ' (C.21)
+rijin D)ACz (in -lD) '- (in + b)AC (in )/3p (.
is feasible. This shows that rfi(in D) > rlj(in D)/3 and hence, using (C.20) that:
-rj(ib in D)[>AC ? n b >in  )] r/12 (C.22)
We also have:
i Ci(Di) - ~ C'i( Di) •< K 9cE (C.23)
i=1 i=1
where K 9 depends only on Ks.
Now, from lemma C.3, the rule used to select the pair of users on link I whose
delays are updated, and from (C.22) and (C.23):
Ci(bi) (in D) [C(in D )]+ Ci(Di)
- 2
i= 1 i= 1
-25-<~~~~~~- ''ji ])Al~nD]+Ke~ Ci(D) C.4
The first term in the right-hand side is independent of E and, by assumption, it is
strictly negative. Thus for E > 0 sufficiently small z71 _ C!i(Di) < 7_Z Ci(Di) which
proves the lemma.
Now we are ready to complete the proof of theorem 2. The proof is essentially
identical to that of lemma 9 of [121. We provide it here for completeness.
Assume that T satisfies the conditions of lemmas C.2 and C.3. Then the
sequence {D(p)}p=o0 is contained in H. Since H is compact the sequence must have
at least one converging subsequence. Let {D(p)}pEO be one such subsequence, and
let D be the point to which the subsequence converges.
Since Ci(-), i = 1,... ,U, are continuous:
[U U
Z Ci(Di) = linm E Ci(Di(p)) (C.25)
i= p-.oo, pEO i= 1
which, in view of the fact that Ae is non-increasing implies:
u U
Ci(Di) = limrn Ci(Di(p)) (C.26)
i=1 i=l
namely the whole sequence converges to Zi= 1 Ci(Di). To complete the proof it
remains to show that D is an optimal solution. We argue by contradiction. Suppose
D in not optimal. Take p E O such that:
IlD(p)- Dll < E (C.27)
where E is sufficiently small to insure that lemma C.5 holds. Since the subsequence
converges to D, it is clear that such an e can always be found. However, if (C.27)
holds, lemma C.5 insures that:
U UZ Ci(Di(p + 1)) < Z Ci(Di) (C'.28)
i=1 i=l
Since Ae is non-increasing, this implies that (C.26) is false, which is a contradiction.
Appendix D: Proof of Theorem 3
The first result of the theorem is obvious in view of the assumption that D(0)
is feasible and of the fact that each iteration maintains feasibility.
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Let p- denotes the time immediately preceding the pth update, and assume
that it involved users i and j on link 1, and that Dl decreased. Then we can write
(12) as:
C (Di(p-) - I)> 'C(Dj(P -) + -) (D.1)Pi Pi 'P Piz
We can also write:
Ci(Di(p)) - Ci(Di(p-)) = C(D(p-) + y)dy (D.2)
Using the transformation z = -ply, this gives:
Ci(Di(p)) - Ci(Di(p-)) = - iC'i(Di(p-) - z/pi)dz (D.3)
Similarly we obtain for j:
Cj(Dj(p)) - Cj(Dj(p-)) = C(Dj(p- ) + z/pj)dz (D.4)
Adding (D.3) and (D.4), anld using (D.1) we obtain:
Ci(Di(p)) + Cj(Dj(p)) - Ci(Di(p-)) - Cj(Dj(p-)) < 0 (D.5)
Since Dk(p) = Dk(p-) for all k # i, j, it follows that Aa is decreasing, which proves
the second result.
Now we prove the third result. The proof is divided in two parts. We first
prove that all the link delays converge. Then we prove that they converge in a finite
number of steps.
Let S be a subset of the set of users, and suppose that we have proven that
the link delays of all the users in S converge. Moreover, suppose that we have also
shown the existence of a finite po such that any update involving a user in S and a
user not in S after P0 results in a decrease of the link delay of the user in S.
Initially we can trivially take S = 4 and po = 0. Let without loss of generality
P0 be such that for all i E S, I, and p > P0;
Do(p) - D1(po0 )j < A '7/\ 1,/2UTRi#1C¢ (D .6)
where r in" = minl ll.
Define also, for p > po:
B(p) = max - C(Di(p)) (D.7)
R27-l
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Our first objective is to show that for any P1, P2; pO < P <- P2, and i X S:
1 1D )  
B(pl) > -C [Di(P2) + Rklk(Dk(P2)- Dk(pl))] (D.8)
We show this by induction on the sequence of updates occuring after time Pi- Let
r be the time of the first update after pi. Then by definition (D.8) holds for all
P2 E [pi,4[. Now we show that it holds at time r; i.e., that it holds after the first
update. Let i and j be the users involved in the update, and assume that it occurs
on link 1. There are three possibilities:
1) i E S, j 4 S: Because feasibility is maintained, we have:
4[I(T) - Dl(r - )] = -p[D}(r) - Dl(- r)] (D.9)
Since Dl(r) = Dlk(r - ) for all k E S, .k i, it follows from (D.9) that:
Dj(r) + -I RkRk[Dk(r) - Dk(Pl)] =
Ril. kES
which implies that (D.8) still holds for j at time r. Moreover, since the update results
in a decrease of Dl, we have:
Z Rkl[Dk(r)- Dk(Pl)] < E Rklk[Dk(- ) - Dk(pl)] (D.11)
kES kES
and since Du(r) = D,(r-) for all u 4 S, u f j, it follows that (D.8) is also satisfied
for all u , S, u 0 j at time r.
2) i E 5, j E 5: (D.9) still holds, and implies that:
Z RklJ[Dk(r) - Dk(pl)I = E Rkk[Dk(r-) - Dk(P1)] (D.12)
kES kES
As in this case DU(r) = DU(r-) for all u 4 S. we immediately obtain using (D.12)
that (D.8) stays satisfied at time r, for all u ¢ S.
3) i 4 S, j ~ 5: Assume without loss of generality that D~ decreases. Then (D.8)
stays obviously satisfied for i. Concerning j, it is known that:
1C: (dl](r) 3A) 1 C (d!](r) >° (D.13)
Pi Pi P P
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We also know using (D.6) that:
Z Rkl[Dk(r) - Dk(Pl)] <_ L (D.14)
keS
Using this equation, (7), and the fact that ID j (r)- Dj(r-)I <_ /p- , we can write:
1 f~3A
Dj() + Rj z Rk lDk('r) - Dk(Pl)] < d(-) + - I- (D.15)kES Pj
and similarly:
d7- - i <_ Di(- ) + Rkl,[Dk(T) - Dk(Pl)] (D.16)
Pi Ri1i kES
Using (D.15), (D.13) and (D.16), we get:
1 :r 1
<Ri C([d[4( )+ 3A
< R.ii d ' -7-) - I1 [i 1< C
< RCi[Dit(-) + RZ Rkl.(Dk (- ) - Dk(Pl))]
kESi 
< B(pl) (D.17)
where the last step follows from the fact that (D.8) holds at time r-. This shows
that (D.8) still holds for j at time r. Since in this case (D.12) holds, and since
D,((r) = Du(r-) for all u S, u - i, j, it follows that (D.8) holds at time T for all
U 4 S.
This shows that in all cases (D.8) holds after the first update. This argument
can be straightforwardly generalized into an induction proof. We leave this task to
the reader, and we hereafter consider that (D.8) holds.
Let i 4 S be a user such that at time p_ > p we have:
R Ci(Di(p)) = B(p) (D.18)
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Assume that there exists a finite time p > p such that:
Di(p) < Di(p) - At,.' n /RiRi (D.19)
Assume also that p is the smallest time at which the preceding equation holds. Our
next objective is to show that if p exists, then:
a) In the interval ]p_,P], any update between user i and a user not in S results in
Di being reduced.
b) For all p > p, Di(p) < Di(p_)- AHmin/2RMii.
Proposition a holds by definition at time p. To see that it holds for all times
in ]p,p[, assume by contradiction that this is not the case. Accordingly assume that
an update between user i and j 4 S occurs on link I at time p E]p_,p[, and that the
update causes DI to increase. Then we must have:
Cj1 [d](p-) - 3] > C1i[d?(p )+ 3a] (D.20)
PJ 3~P Pi
Since p > p > Po, (D.14) is still valid with p replacing pl, and p replacing r. Also
since p E]p, P[, and by definition of p, we have:
Di(p-) > Di(p) - 2/p (D.21)
Using successively (7), (D.14), (D.20), (7), (D.21) and (D.18), we get:
C'l [Dj(p-)+ Rki(Dk(p) - Dk(P))]
>R- R- -C j
1 [d[l](p) + 3Ai
>R 
Ri1i Pi
R-C1z [Di(p) + p
> B(p) (D.22)
But this contradicts (D.8). Thus proposition a is proven.
Proposition b holds by definition at time p. To show that the proposition also
holds for all p > p, we again assume by contradiction that the proposition is false.
Namely, we assume that at time p' an update involving user i results in:
Di(p') > Di(p-) + prmin/2RiR (D.23)
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Note that (D.6) insures that i's delay can at most increase by AtLmin/2RTii in [ p_ oo)
due to updates with users in S. Hence, in view of (D.19), it follows that at some time
p in the interval [ P, p'] an update involving i and a user not in S results in i's delay
increasing, and i's delay satisfies immediately before the update:
Di(p-) > Di(p) - (atnin /Rili D.24)
Assume without loss of generality that the update occurs with user j ~ S on link
I. Then (D.20) holds. Also, for the same reasons as before, (D.14) with p replacing
P1 and p replacing r still holds. Using successively (7), (D.14), (D.20), (D.24) and
(D.18), we get:
1 (p) 1
R l c [D j ( p - ) + Rk k(Dk(P-)- Dk(PE))]keS
1 [1 3A]
> 1R C[d i(p-)+
1R r > pi
> B(p) (0.25)
contradicting again (D.8). Thus proposition b is also proven.
Now we use propositions a and b to show that the link delays of at least one
user not in S converge. Suppose there exists a finite P. Then proposition b insures
that for all p > P Di(p) < Di(p) - t.mrnifn /2R il i. Now we can repeat the argument
for p > P and, in fact, we can continue as long as finite p's can be found. If finite
p's can always be found, then, as the number of users is finite, there must be a user
whose delay converges to -oo. Clearly this is impossible as the algorithm maintains
feasibility. Hence we may conclude that there exists a finite p for which there is no
p > p satisfying (D.19). But this means that there is a user, say i, such that for all
p > P:
Di(p) > Di(p) - ]Att'lin/Rii (D.26)
Moreover, in view of proposition a, any update involving user i and a user not in S
after p must result in i's delay being reduced.
Now we show that all the link delays of user i converge. Namely we show that
for any e > 0, there exists po such that for all p > po:
D(p) - Dl(po)l < e (D.27)
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Since the link delays of the users in S converge, we can take without loss of generality
P0 such that for all links I and p > po:
E RkiljD (p) - D'l(po)l < ERil//2L (D.28)
kESnUI
Note that (D.28) insures that i's delay can at most increase by E/2 due to updates with
users in S. This, in view of (D.26), implies that all the updates between user i and
users not in S occuring after Po may at most cause a reduction of KLpmin/Riri + e/2
of i's delay. Since all the updates between user i and users not in S occuring after po
result in a decrease of i's delay, it follows that we can take without loss of generality
Po such that the overall variation of Dl due to updates with users not in S after po is
less than e/2. Hence there exists P0 after which the overall variation of Dl is at most
E, which proves (D.27).
Now we can update S to S -- S U {i}, and repeat the argument. Clearly
we will eventually obtain S = U. This completes the proof that all the link delays
converge.
To complete the proof of the theorem it remains to show that the algorithm
stops in finite time, and that at this time the condition of proposition c holds. To
achieve this goal we will need the following lemma:
Lemma D.1: Let D be a feasible assignment such that for some users i, j and link
1, i has full priority over j on link 1. There exists K > O0 such that for all A c [0, K]
the assignment:
:: - of + alpl
D i D3 - D/pj
is feasible.
Basically this lemma asserts that if a user i has full priority over a user j, then
we can increase i's delay by an amount bounded away from 0 and correspondingly
reduce j's delay without violating feasibility. This result is not difficult to establish,
and we leave its proof to the reader.
Now we complete the proof of theorem 3. Let P0o be such that for all users i,
links I E Ci and p > po:
JDI(p)-D (po)l < I min(2, K) (D 29)
By construction of Aa, any update involving a user, say i, which does not result in
one user acquiring full priority over the other must cause a variation of i's delay of
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at least ±!tLmin/Rili. In view of this fact it follows from (D.29) that any update
occuring after po must result in one user acquiring full priority over the other.
Suppose the updates never stop. Then there must exist users i and j and a
link I E 4i n Lj such that at least two updates occur between i and j after po, and
such that in each of these updates i acquires full priority over j on the link. Hence
there must occur at least one update after po causing i to lose its full priority over
j on the link. There is only one way this can happen. It must be that a user over
which i does not have full priority, say u (we may have u = i), and a user which
does not have full priority over j, say v (we may have v = j), perform an update
together on link I and that, as a result, Df increases. This condition implies that u
has initially full priority over v on link 1, and hence we may conclude using lemma
D.1 that D{ increases by at least min(, K)/p,, contradicting (D.29). This shows
that the algorithm terminates after a finite time, called pf in theorem 3. If follows
immediately from this fact that the condition of proposition c must hold. Indeed if the
condition does not hold updates will continue to occur after pf, which is impossible.
Appendix E: Proof of Theorem 4
The overall idea of the proof is to modify slightly the cost functions so as
to make D optimal. Assume that the users are labelled in order of decreasing
C:(Di)/Rili. That is the user labelled 1 is such that C (D)/Rlll1 is not less than
Ci(Di)/Rili for any other user i, the user labelled 2 is such that CS(D 2 )/R 212 is not
less than Ci(Di)/Rili for any other user i # 1, etc.
Consider the set of users F1 = {1,...,ql} defined as follows. User 1 is always
in Fl. In general user j is added to F1 if there exists a user i C F1 such that:
(D Cf(Dj) > (Di) - (E.1)
R"?3 R7
It is easy to see that if user i and k are in F1, then all the users j, i < j < k, are in
F1 . Moreover, by construction, if i E F1 and j 3 F1 then:
1 1
rCl(Di) - R C(Dj) > (E.2)
This means, in view of the condition of the theorem, that all the users in F1 have full
priority over the users not in Fl. For i E F1 , define the new cost function:
Ci(y) = C(y) + Eiy (E.3)
where:
i Rili C(D - C3(Di )] (E.4)
Note that by construction Ei > 0, so that the cost functions defined above satisfy
(A4). Also:
E i R C k ( D- Rk illk+ Ck + l(Dk+ l)
< Rili(i- 1)-y
< (max Rjli)Uy (E.5)
Now define F2 = (ql + 1,...,q2} in a completely analogous manner as Fl. That is
user ql + 1 is always in F2 . In general user j is added to F2 is for some i E F2,
equation (E.1) is satisfied. For i E F2, we define a new cost function C(7i) as in (E.3),
with ei defined in the obvious manner; i.e.:
i =: Ri-iR Cql+ l(Dql+l) - '-- C'(Di)] (E.6)RqlSllql+l Rill
Similarly as before we find that (E.5) holds for all i E F2 , and that all the users in
F2 have full priority over the users not in F 1 or F).
Repeating this procedure a sequence of sets F 1 ,...,Fm will be constructed.
The users if Fk = {qk-1 + 1, ... , qk) have full priority over the users in Fk+1,,.., Fm.
Each user i E Fk has a new cost function Ci(') defined in a completely analogous
manner as in (E.3) and (E.4), and (E.5) holds for all i.
By construction we have for all Fk, and for all i E Fk:
D1 C i=) - Cl 1+i(D i) (E.7)R li Rqk +iqk-+l -k l (Dqr_++)
It is easy to see in view of this equation, the feasibility of D and the construction of
the Fk that D is an optimal solution to the problem (NPs) with cost functions Ci(').
Thus:
U U
Ci(Di) + riDi= min Ci(Di) + EiDi
i=1 D feasible i=1
U
< Z Ci( D *) + EiD* (E.8)
z=1
where D* is any optimal solution to the initial (NPs) problem. Using (E.5) it follows
from (E.8) that:
Ci(Di) <-T U 2 (maxRj3 )(maxlD - Dil)7
i=l 3 (E9)
<_ K3U2(max Rj4j)7 (E.9)
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where K 3 is an upper bound on ID? - Di (which is not difficult to construct in view
of the form of the set of feasible delays). Hence setting K 2 = K 3U 2 maxj Rjl proves
the theorem.
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